
BALLOON ADAPTOR / INFLATOR 
USER INTRUCTIONS                                                 

 
 

PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USE 

 DO NOT INHALE HELIUM  

 DO NOT LEAVE ADAPTOR / INFLATOR ATTACHED WHEN NOT IN USE. 

 Check that the cylinder you are about to use is BEER GAS EXPRESS Ltd 

HELIUM. Do not use a cylinder that is not labelled.  

 We strongly advise that you keep HELIUM away from children 

 We strongly advise you store the Helium cylinder, safely secured in an 

upright position away from heat. 

 

FOR USE : 

1. Screw the adaptor/inflator into the cylinder. There will be no need to use a spanner as a 

seal should take place with just hand tight pressure. If this joint leaks check the rubber “O” 

ring on the cylinder end of the inflator and replace if missing or broken.  

2. Turn on the cylinder valve. 

3. Place a latex balloon on the black tilt valve and secure the seal between the two with your 

finger and thumb and then gently bend the black tilt valve. Gas will gently flow into the 

balloon. Once at the required size release the black tilt valve back to its original position. 

4.If you take a break between filling balloons :always turn the gas supply off at the cylinder 

valve as gas will escape from the system very quickly if only small leaks are present.  

5. Repeat until all required balloons are filled 

6. Always remove the adaptor / inflator when not in use,  to avoid leaks and damage to the 

adaptor 

7. To take the adaptor / inflator off the cylinder, turn the cylinder valve OFF. Evacuate any 

gas in the adaptor /inflator by bending the tilt valve or pushing the push valve. If you do not 

carry out this procedure it may be impossible to unscrew the inflator from the cylinder.  


